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English for Academic 
and Professional 

Purposes 
Quarter 2 - Module 6: 

 Writing the Position Paper



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Introductory Message 

This Self-Learning Module (SLM) is prepared so that you, our dear 

learners, can continue your studies and learn while at home.  Activities, 

questions, directions, exercises, and discussions are carefully stated for you 

to understand each lesson.  

Each SLM is composed of different parts.  Each part shall guide you 

step-by-step as you discover and understand the lesson prepared for you.  

Pre-tests are provided to measure your prior knowledge on lessons in 

each SLM. This will tell you if you need to proceed on completing this module 

or if you need to ask your facilitator or your teacher’s assistance for better 

understanding of the lesson. At the end of each module, you need to answer 

the post-test to self-check if you’re learning. Answer keys are provided for 

each activity and test. We trust that you will be honest in using these.  

In addition to the material in the main text, Notes to the Teacher are 

also provided to our facilitators and parents for strategies and reminders on 

how they can best help you on your home-based learning.  

Please use this module with care. Do not put unnecessary marks on 

any part of this SLM. Use a separate sheet of paper in answering the exercises 

and tests.  And read the instructions carefully before performing each task.  

If you have any questions in using this SLM or any difficulty in 

answering the tasks in this module, do not hesitate to consult your teacher 

or facilitator.  

Thank you.
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What I need to Know 
 
 

Objectives 

After going through this module, you are expected to: 

 
1. Define what a position paper is. 

2. Identify situation in which a position paper may be effectively used in the 
present society. 

3.  Gather manifestos and analyze the arguments used by the writers. 

4.  Defend a stand on an issue by presenting reasonable arguments supported by 
properly cited factual evidence.; and 

5. Write various kinds of position paper 
 
 
General Instructions 

To have a good grasp of this module, do the following: 
 
1. Read the selected readings provided in the lesson. 

2. Understand the given issue and cultivate awareness for a better 

understanding of the world we live in today. 

3. Finalize your position paper make sure to support your arguments. You can 

read other valuable reading materials that are relevant to your stance. 

 
For the learners 

Hi, welcome to another module of this book. In this module, you will be writing 

different types of position paper. This will help you understand the problems, and issues 

of the world today. This will allow you to share your opinions, thoughts, and arguments 

and to reason with factual evidence. Hone your writing skills, take a stand, and assert 

your opinion. 

This module will help you gain a better perspective on an issue and will teach 

you how to develop a position paper. The aim of this lesson is to convince the reader 

to believe in your argument. You will also be guided how to assert your argument in a 

particular issue. 
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What I know 
 

Test I. Directions: Read the following statements and choose the letter of the correct 

answer. 

1. A position paper is sometimes called . 

A. Concept paper B. Technical report 

C. Point of view paper D. Critique paper 

2. The following are essential in writing the position paper, except 

A. Introduce the topic 

B. Provide background on the topic to explain why it is important 

C. Assert the thesis 

D. Provide explanation but not the evidence 

3. It is a one- sentence statement about the topic. 

A. Thesis B. Argument C. Main idea  D. Introduction 
4. What source to use if you are doing introductory information and overviews? 

A. Books, government reports  

B. B. Academic journals 

C. Newspapers, magazines  

D. Directories, encyclopedias, handbooks 

5. The following are asked to present a strong argument, except 

A. Is it a real issue, with genuine controversy and uncertainty? 

B. Can you identify at least two distinctive positions? 

C. Is this a lengthy issue? 

D. Are you personally interested in advocating one of these positions? 

 
 

What’s In 
 

You have learned in the previous module on how to develop a concept paper. 

It guides you to prepare a short summary that tells the reader about the project and 

its importance. It also prepares you to shape your academic writing skills. Now you 

are ready to step up. 

 

 

What’s New 
 
Activity 1.1 Rearrange the letter to form words. Hint: problems and issues of today. 

Write your answers on a separate sheet.  

1. P R E N S S I O D E 
 

2. I N G Y U L L B Y C B E R 
 

3. N E I R O V M N T L A E N I S U E S S    
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4. T A G E N E E Y C N G A N E P R    
 

5. E S A M X S E E G M R R A I A    
 
 

 
 

What is It 
 
 

Key Points 

A position paper is an essay that expresses a position on an issue. It gives 

arguments that support the opinion of the writer based on the facts collected. Are 

you ready to express your opinion? How to organize your position paper? Follow 

these easy steps to develop your position paper. This outline helps you organize your 

paper as easy as 123. 

 

Introduction 

In this part you must introduce the topic, and then provide history or background 

of the issue. You may also describe the issue on-hand so do your research. 

 

Body 

You must state the opposing argument by briefly describing them. You 

may also include details that support the opposing claim. Then, after writing the 

counter argument, now write your argument and give your point of view. Provide 

evidence that support your claim. Now you state your second argument followed by 

your third argument. Make sure to provide details that support the argument given. 

Conclusion 

Now, you can restate both sides of the argument, summarize the three 

arguments made in your essay. Lastly, provide a call for action. 

 

Source: 

http://www.sfu.ca/cmns/130d1/WritingaPositionPaper.html 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Lesson 

1 WHAT IS A POSITION PAPER? 
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Reading Selection  
 

 

 

The Effects of Technology 

Orton Taylor 
   
          Imagine what it was like in 1973, when the first cell phone was invented. Back 
then it was a novelty and a luxury to have a futuristic technological device that could 
keep you connected to the rest of the world 24 hours a day. In that time, one would 
never believe that in just a few decades, the world would be overrun by technological 
devices such as cell phones. Today, technology is an integral, commonplace part of 
everyone’s lives, however technology doesn’t just include cell phones, it encompasses 
computers, the internet, videogames, television, movies, and practically anything with 
a screen. Many people can’t live without these forms of technology, and many people 
praise their ability to make our lives easier. However, they are doing more harm than 
good, especially on youth. Technology is negatively affecting America’s youth because 
it is destroying social skills and causing a dependency on constant stimulation. 
 
          The first reason technology negatively impacts youth is because it is destroying 
social skills. Many people believe that it has the reverse effect, and that it enables 
people to always keep in contact with their friends and family through texting or social 
media sites such as Facebook and Twitter. However, this interaction is very 
impersonal and the result of this is that children are not developing crucial social skills. 
Hilary Stout of The New York Times reported that “Americans between the ages of 8 
and 18 spend on average 7 1/2 hours a day using some sort of electronic device” 
(Stout, 2010, p. 1). It is shocking to think that that is nearly one third of an entire day. 
In these hours and hours young people spend on various modes of technology, they 
are sacrificing face to face contact and verbal conversations in the real world. Dr. 
Ortega, a child psychologist at New York’s Child Mind Institute, sums up why this is 
such a problem. Ortega reports that the overuse of technology is causing children to 
lose their ability to read body language and facial cues, resulting in an inability to keep 
up casual conversations or engage in the art of small talk (Bindley, 2011, p. 2). 
Because kids can check their phone for new texts or play a mindless game as a 
strategy to avoid making eye contact with or talking to the people around them, they 
are literally losing the ability to converse with people in the real world. No amount of 
good that comes from technology can make the fact that our children are losing their 
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social skills acceptable. 

 

          The second reason technology negatively impacts youth is because it causes a 

dependency on constant stimulation. This is especially alarming when it comes to 

young children. At this young age, these children’s minds are still developing. They 

are learning how to entertain themselves, how to problem solve, and how to be patient 

and wait for things. How can children develop these skills when their parents are 

constantly stimulating them with TV shows, movies and cell phone games? Many 

people believe that these forms of technology are a valuable teaching tool; however, 

they are teaching young people more bad habits than good. The worst habit of all is a 

dependency on constant stimulation. This dependency is caused by an actual 

physiological process that happens when children use electronics, and Dr. Sigman, a 

leading child psychologist, explains why. He explains that dopamine, a chemical in the 

brain that makes us feel reward, is released when children view electronic devices, 

and then goes on to say that “this dopamine being produced every single day for many 

years, through for example playing computer games, may change the reward circuitry 

in a child's brain and make them more dependent on-screen media” (Kelly, 2012, p. 

2). What does this dependency mean for the future of these children? It means that 

they are desensitized to dopamine from the constant supply of it through screens and 

technology, which causes an inability to focus on something like a book or a math 

problem that doesn’t give them that super-stimulating effect. It is frightening to see 

how future generations will be affected by this over-stimulation problem. 

 

          People will always argue that technology offers so many benefits in their day to 

day lives. However, it is clear that it is more detrimental than most people realize. 

Technology is destroying children’s social skills and causing a dependency on 

constant stimulation. Think about the future of America’s children. What good is having 

a smart phone with endless knowledge at their fingertips when they can’t get a job due 

to an inability to keep up casual conversation in an interview?  What favors are parents 

doing for their children by shoving a television in front of them the second they get a 

little bored instead of interacting with them and helping them develop valuable skills? 

The answer to both questions is nothing. It does no good and no favors to overuse 

technology in the way that Americans are currently overusing it.  

 

 Just as the times are very different 40 years ago when the first cell phone came 

out to now, imagine what the next 40 years will bring when it comes to technology’s 

role in young people and society in general. In order to avoid the frightening 

ramifications as discussed throughout this paper, changes must be made in our youth 

and in the way this country raises their children. 
Source: https://taylorortoneportfolio.weebly.com/position-paper--the-effects-of-technology-on-

youth.html?fbclid=IwAR2r0uWPbyiptDbeBxU1aBUsF9wHu3t2EqjLDX1HlyvXsJx_mOvQG2VFPBM
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 What’s More 

Activity 1.2 Read Smarter. Read Smart Technology is Here by Francis J. Kong 
and answer the questions below. Use a separate sheet of paper. 

 

1. What is the opinion of the writer about technology?  

(State the writer ‘s position) 
 

 

 

 

2. Do you agree with the writer? Why? Why not?  

(Helpful Tip: Useful Expression in agreeing or disagreeing with the views of 
others. I agree with the writer’s claim that… I don’t agree with the authors ideas/ 
thoughts…because…) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

3. State the first argument of the writer? 

The first argument of the writer is 
 

 

 

 
 

4. What is the conclusion of the writer? 
(Helpful Tip: Useful Expression in Drawing Conclusion Using the Work of 
Others. Based on the writer, a connection can be made between…or As a 
conclusion…) 

 

 

 
 

 

5.If you were to write a position paper what will be your stance about technology? 

(Helpful Tip: Useful Expression in presenting your own point of view… I strongly 

believe that... I think/contend that…) 
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What I Have Learned 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What I Can Do 
 

Activity 1.4 Stating your Claims. Do you agree or disagree legalizing same sex 
marriages in our country? Why? Why not?  Write your claims on a separate 
sheet. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Activity 1.5 Point your Reasons. What is your stand on the increasing rates of 

T E E N A G E P R E G N A N C Y? State your main idea or claim and 

supporting arguments below. Write your stand on a separate sheet. 

Activity 1.3 Let’s Dig Deeper! 
   

The position paper is an academic writing in which viewpoints are 
expressed. The goal of writing a position paper is to convince the audience 
and present valid arguments. Now, let’s reflect what you have learned in this 
lesson. Use a separate sheet. 
 
Getting Deeper! 
 
Lesson: 
 
____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
What I want to say about the lesson? 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
What have I found out? 
____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 1.6 Know your Stand. Write a three- paragraph essay stating your position 
on the use of social media, will you consider it as a boon or bane?   Use a separate 
sheet. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Main Idea/Claim: (A claim is an idea or arguable opinion that you have come 

up with on a given issue) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reason/Evidence: (Your reasons should support your claim and opinion 

based on facts) 
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(Write your own title) 

 

Introduction: (In the introduction part you should capture the reader’s attention, 
define the issue given and state your claim.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Body: (State three arguments then cite the evidence supporting your     arguments) 

                                                                 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Conclusion: (This part includes restating your claim, summarizing reasons, and 

explaining why your stand/claim is worthy to read) 

                                                                                                                                
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: 
https://bestdelegate.com/how-to-write-a-position-paper-part-1-topic-background/ 
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Assessment Rubric /Criteria for Position Paper 

Source: 

https://eng.ucmerced.edu/people/awesterling/SPR2014.ESS141/Assignment s/rubric2.pdf 

 

https://eng.ucmerced.edu/people/awesterling/SPR2014.ESS141/Assignment%20s/rubric2.pdf
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What’s New 
 
 
 

What are the different issues in your school, community and country? And 

what is your stand about it? Write your answers on a separate sheet. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
SOCIAL MEDIA 

 
SMOKING 

 
LEGALIZATION 

OF 

DIVORCE 

 
BULLYING 

 
GIVING OF 

HOMEWORK TO 

STUDENTS 
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Lesson 

2 
DEFENDING A STAND ON AN ISSUE 
AND WRITING A POSITION PAPER 

 

 
What is It 

 
LET’S CLAIM IT! 
 

The table below shows example of issues and its possible claims/stand or position. 
 

ISSUES CLAIM/STAND/POSITION 

SOCIAL MEDIA - Social media gives negative 
effect on students’ academic 
performance. 

- Social media is helpful to 
students. 

LEGALIZATION OF DIVORCE - Divorce should not be legalized 
in the Philippines 

- Divorce will help unhappy 
couples to give themselves 
chance to love again. 

BULLYING - Bullying affect students’ 
behaviour in school. 

- Bullying will not affect students’ 
behaviour in school. 

SMOKING - Smoking should be banned in 
public places 

- Smoking is a choice and people 
should have freedom to do 
whatever makes them happy. 

HOMEWORK - Homework       should        be 
mandatory to students. 

- Homework gives students less 
time for recreation and family 
time. 
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TAKE NOTE! 

To be able to defend your own stand on an issue, you have to take note of 

the following: 

✓ Clearly identify the issue that you believe is affecting you and your 

community. You can have 2 or more issues. 

✓ From the issues that you identified, take on a side that you can defend. 

✓ Given the issues that you chose, identify other concepts or ideas that 
you 

can associate with the issues. 

✓ Formulate statements that will express your stand towards the issues. 

These statements may convey the message that the issues are having 

negative effects on people and the community. 

✓ Gather factual evidences to support your arguments regarding the issue. 

This evidence may be taken from official statement of the government 

agencies, political leaders and academic authorities. 

✓ Make sure that your statements are strong enough to convince or 
persuade 

your readers into action to address the issue. 
 
Source: 
             https://writing.colostate.edu/guides/teaching/co301aman/pop8a1.cfm 

 
 

What’s More 
 

Activity 2 – READING. Read “Should Homework be Mandatory?” and answer the 
questions below. Use separate sheet of paper. 

Should Homework be Mandatory? 
 

 I can almost see many students nodding along with me as I ask this question. 

Younger generations overloaded with home tasks and numerous assignments have 

already raised this issue many times. 

Yet, homework remains mandatory. Is it fair or should it be cancelled? 

 I believe that homework should not be viewed as a mandatory part of 

education for several reasons. 

 First, children spend seven hours every single workday at school. That is a 

huge chunk of life, and with homework added on top of these hours, a child is left 

with no time to live his life to the fullest, socialize, or grow in other areas. 

 Second, sitting at your desk solving problems does no good to your health. 

Kids need time to get outside and have some fun, join a football league, or ride their 

bikes with friends around the block. Otherwise, children will be very smart but 

https://writing.colostate.edu/guides/teaching/co301aman/pop8a1.cfm
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surprisingly weak physically. 

 Another argument against this position is that homework is not always the best 

way to obtain knowledge quality-wise. Students tend to ask their parents or siblings 

for help whenever facing difficulties. Busy parents not always willing to spend extra 

time explaining school material to their little one solve the problems themselves 

aiming to have more time for family, not lessons. As a result, the child will have the 

homework done. But that’s really not his work. So, the whole idea of dedicating time 

to self- education is lost here. 

 Finally, knowing that after classes you would still have to work at home makes 

a kid less concentrated at school. This results in short attention spans and difficulty 

to concentrate on something for too long. 

 

 All in all, homework should rather be an option. Students understanding that 

they are left behind at some subjects will take their time to go over the material at 

home. However, in other cases, they should have time after school for other activities. 

Source: 
 (https://chiefessays.net/position-essay-examples-to-help-you-grasp- the-idea/) 

Guide Questions: 
 

1. What is the position paper about? 
 

 

 

 
 

2. What is/are the claim/s of the writer? 
 

 

  . 

 

3. If you were the writer, what will be your stand? Defend your answer. 
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What I Have Learned 

 

 

What I Can Do 
 

Activity 2.3 

From the issues in the chart below, defend your standby writing a position 

paper with the intention of convincing your reader to support your stand. Write your 

stand of the issues presented on a separate sheet. 
 

ISSUES STAND/CLAIM/POSITION 

Poverty  

Legalization of Marijuana  

Dating/PDA Among Students in School  

Abortion  

School Uniform  

  In writing a position paper, you should take note of the following:  

GETTING DEEPER! 

Lesson: 

What I want to say about the lesson: 

_ 

What I found out: 

 

consider issue/topic that is truly controversial at present and that it is worth 

discussing. 
 

knowing where you stand on a particular issue is essential in writing a 

position paper. 
 

base your stand on what you can prove on your evidence. 
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(Write your position paper on the issue of your choice.) 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 

Test I. Directions: Identify the statement which supports the following claims. Write 
the letter of your choice on a separate sheet. 

1. Kids are super spreaders of Covid 19 virus. 
A. Kids loves chatting with friends. 
B.  A US study published in the Journal of Pediatrics show that children have 

higher level of virus compared to adults. 
C. Children are required to wear masks. 
D. Children needs not to be vaccinated. 

 
2. Pollution is seen as a major world problem. 

A. Some of the lands disappearing beneath rising seas.  
B. The earth is considered the only planet in the universe that supports life. 
C. The word Environment is derived from the French word “Environ” which means 

surrounding. 
D. People get water, power, and oxygen from the environment. 

 
3.Reforestation is a long ranges answer to massive flooding. 

A. The effects of tropical cycles include heavy rain, strong wind and large storm 
surges. 

B. Strong typhoons can disrupt power supply. 
C. Forest serves to keep the water in the mountains. 
D. Health facilities have been damaged due to heavy flooding. 
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4.Mental health is not just a millennial’s issues or senior citizens, but of 

everyone. 
A. A healthy lifestyle is not achieved overnight, but we have to be consistent. 
B. Fats are important for good health and proper functioning of the body. 
C. A high salt intake can result in high blood pressure and increase the risk of 

cardiovascular disease. 
D.  Being far from family alone, not knowing where to get the family’s next meal, 

and other nasty things on social media can trigger one’s anxiety. 

5.  Digital technology played a key role as the economy started reopening. 

A. Developments in biotechnology could allow anyone even amateur biologist, to 
develop a tool that kill millions 

B. Employees began working remotely and use work collaboration tools to ensure 
productivity  

C. Data security is risky as digital technology can be hacked, transmitted by 
several ways. 

D. People are now more into virtual communication rather than cherishing what 
have in real life. 

 
Test II. 

1. In your own words, what is a position paper? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. List all possible issues/concerns that the country is facing today. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.In what ways you can develop your arguments? 
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ANSWER KEY

 

Module 6 Lesson 1 What is a Position Paper? 
What I Know What’s New  
Test I. Activity 1.1 
1.B 1. DEPRESSION 
2.D 2. CYBERBULLYING 
3.A 3. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
4.D 4. TEENAGE PREGNANCY 
5.C 5. SAME SEX MARRIAGE 
  
What’s More  
Activity 1.2 Activity 1.3 Getting Deeper 
1.Answers may vary              Answers may vary 
2. Answers may vary Activity 1.4 
3. Answers may vary              Answers may vary 
4.  Answers may vary Activity 1.5  
5.  Answers may vary              Answers may vary 
 Activity 1.6  
               Answers may vary 
  
  
  
Module 6 Lesson 2 Defending a Stand on a Issue and Writing a Position 
Paper 
Activity 2. 1 Activity 2.2 Getting Deeper 
Answers may vary Answers may vary 
  
Activity 2.3  
Answers may vary  
  
Assessment  
Test I.  Test II. 
1.B 1. The position paper is an academic  
2.A writing in which viewpoints are 

explained 
3. A and justified with valid arguments. 
4.D 2. Answer may vary 
5.C 3. Answer may vary 
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MODULE 6 
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